edu-CAD
Plot no-165, District Centre
Chandrasekharpur, BBSR
Mob. 8984547790
0674-2303390(10 AM to 5 PM)

Dear Parents/Guardians/Aspirants,
edu-CAD, is a different type of coaching institute for engineering and medical entrance
aspirants. We provide offline coaching to students from STD-VIII onwards,
who are interested for medical and engineering entrance exams and online test series
for practice. Our aims and objectives are totally different from other coaching centres.
We have come up with new preparation style where one can get entrance easily. We
prepare students for entrance “mentally” first. Books, materials, teachers are the
secondary ones.
edu-CAD provides success guaranteed medical, NEET. We keep students away from the 3
words i.e “concept”, “doubt”, “funda” which have been the most highlighted words in
other coaching centres. This creates a fear in the mind of students. We emphasis
students to read NCERT books first by themselves. When someone reads a book
thoroughly, he will never get a doubt or will run after teachers to clarify his concept and
funda on that particular chapter. He can go for other reference books to clarify his doubt
if any and can find a solution to his problem.
Students play an important role for getting through entrance. Where others focus on
what to do, we focus on what not to do so that one will get through entrance at ease.
One should have a strong desire to achieve his goal. He should develop a positive
attitude which is the key to overcome all the obstacles and get success. Before
preparing for entrance exams, one should know “what is entrance?”.
In edu-CAD, we aware both the students and their parents about what is entrance,
its pattern, marking scheme, qualifying marks, last year’s cut-off marks etc. These are
most important to know at first. Then comes books, materials, coaching centres etc.
We at edu-CAD, aims to take 50 students for NEET preparation and basically we
prefer students who have scored 350 marks and above and willing to prepare for
one year to get a seat in any govt. medical college.

IT’S NOT AN ADVERTISEMENT, IT’S AN AWARENESS.
We invite you to come to our institute once not to take admission but to know the
difference between us and other coaching institutes.
VISIT US AT

www.educad.co.in

An overview of edu-CAD’s online system:
edu-CAD provides online practice series for different entrance exams.
Entrance exams like AIIMS, JEE MAIN, JEE ADVANCE, IBPS, RAILWAY, CAT, XAT etc
are online except NEET exam. May be NEET next time!!!!!!!!!! And now time has
come to practise online practice series for medical entrance exam(NEET). To get
through entrance, it’s high time to practice more and more MCQs as in entrance
exam, objective questions are being asked. Only reading can’t help a student to
get a good rank in entrance, it is vigorous practice of MCQs which is the main
factor responsible for getting a good rank in entrance. Daily practice paper will
enhance your ability to do MCQS with great speed and high accuracy.

edu-CAD’s each practice set less than the price of a chocolate!!!!!!!
We provide online practice series for medical entrance aspirants at a very nominal
price i.e 365 practice set @ Rs360/- only i.e 1 practice set less than Re 1. These
practice series are designed according to the NEET pattern. The more you
practice, the more marks you score in your entrance.

Why to give edu-CAD’s practice series????
1. We are giving All India and All Odisha ranking after each practice set which
will help a student to assess his/her own rank at the end of the final
examination.
2. We are giving guarantee that most of the question of NEET will come from
our practice series which consists of NCERT course and last 25 years AIPMT
question set.
3. It is not a test, it’s a practice series which will help students to enhance
their MCQ ability i.e they will do quickly and minimize their wrong.
4. You can view your result immediately after each practice set showing
marks obtained, no. of correct response, no. of incorrect response
along with answers to all questions.

UNSOLVED QUESTION!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
No need to worry. You are most welcome to join our helping desk i.e discussion
forum which will help you to get answers to your questions. Simply sit at home
and post the question without going to any teacher for clarifying your doubt. Visit
our website : www.educad.co.in then click on discussion forum, register your
name then post your question and you will get your answers.
Thanking you!!!!!!

Visit us at www.educad.co.in

